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Preface

One hundred years ago, two young men, oceans apart, independently devised a new method of making aluminum. This discovery in 1886 by Charles M. Hall in the United States and Paul T. Héroult in France gave the world the shiny light metal at costs that made it competitive in the market place.

The Light Metals Committee of The Metallurgical Society is proud to celebrate the anniversary of this important event by publishing Volume I of *Light Metals 1986* as a Centennial Edition.

This special edition has two parts: a pictorial section and a series of invited papers. The objective is to highlight with pictures and text the important developments in the past one hundred years in the process metallurgy of aluminum. This includes the electrolytic method of making aluminum, emission and waste control measures in plant operations, manufacture of carbon electrodes, methods of processing bauxite and alumina, technology for melting and casting process ingots and processes for reclamation and recycling.

**Pictorial Review**

This collection shows “how it was” and “how it is now”, during the years in which the infant aluminum industry grew into a giant. Many companies from all over the world opened their archives to provide a large collection of photos from which to make selections. The Russians were invited, but, regrettably, did not respond.

Wherever possible, photographs were chosen which show people at work. This is fitting because this Centennial Edition is a tribute, not only to Hall and Héroult, but to all the men and women who have made contributions to the Aluminum Industry.

In addition to material from industry, we have drawn heavily upon the literature for drawings and photographs to provide a visual record of the changing nature and scale of the numerous processes involved in making aluminum and aluminum process ingots.

**Invited Papers**

An important part of this Hall-Héroult Centennial volume is a series of papers by experts in their fields. A pair of human interest reports tell us about the personal lives of Charles Hall and Paul Héroult at the time of their discovery. These reports are followed by papers describing developments in technology, equipment, and practice in the various areas of aluminum process metallurgy during the past one hundred years.

Ronald E. Miller,
Chairman
Light Metals Committee
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## Abbreviations

Abbreviations used in the captions to the photos and figures include:

- CWPB: center work prebake pot
- DC: direct chill
- EM: electromagnetic
- HDC: horizontal direct chill
- HSS: horizontal stud Soderberg
- kA: kilo amperes
- MW: mega watts
- PBA: prebake anode
- SWPB: side work prebake pot
- VSS: vertical stud Soderberg
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1. Charles Martin Hall.
   Born December 6, 1863 in Thompson, Ohio and later
   moved with his family to Oberlin, Ohio. Graduated
   from Oberlin in 1885.
   Worked in family woodshed
   on aluminum experiment.
   Died December 27, 1914 at
   the age of 51.

2. Original Hall patent.
   Alcoa.

3. Hall’s home in Oberlin,
   Ohio with wood shed in rear - 1886. Alcoa.


6. The Héroult Tannery, Gruyette, France, where Paul Héroult discovered the electrolytic process for producing aluminum. Alcoa.
Reduction Technology

9. The 1890 site of the first European aluminum smelter near the "Rhinefall", Switzerland. Alusuisse.


13. Interior of the Pittsburgh Reduction Company's Smallman Street Plant showing aluminum reduction pot circa 1888. Alcoa.

15. Pot with six cylindrical anodes corresponding to the first type of pot installed by Héroult at the La Pra Plant in 1893. Pechiney.

16. Héroult pot with four electrodes; his first attempt to lower the current density in 1892-93. Pechiney.
17 Acan's first smelter and cable plant at Shawinigan located on hilltop above powerhouses. Electricity was conducted uphill on bundles of aluminum rods erected 1901. Acan.

18. The Pittsburgh Reduction Company's smelter rises brick by brick, leading to the first aluminum production in Canada, October, 1901. Acan.
19. The original Hall pot as installed in 1901 with its small pre-baked anodes up to 64 in number at Shawinigan, Alcan.

20. Hall pots at Shawinigan Plant during the early 1900s. Alcan.


22. Alcoa Tennessee Smelting Works pictured here February 4, 1952, originally installed in 1914. Last line of so-called Hall type pots closed down after 38 years. Except for size, same type of cell had been used since production began in 1888. Alcoa.
23, 24. Prebake pots at Hoyanger, Norway circa 1917. ASV.

25. 16kA PBA pot circa 1920 in Neuhausen, Switzerland. Alusuisse.
